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Marshall student experiences different walks
-more on page 6
of life through study abroad program
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Alpha Phi Alpha’s Women’s Appreciation Night a success
By MARLA NOWLIN

MARLA NOWLIN | THE PARTHENON

Tiffany Hubb (LEFT) and Keelon Hinton (RIGHT) enjoy the food provided at the
Women’s Appreciation Night dinner.

Marshall University cuts back on lights
THE PARTHENON
Additions and repairs to the
exterior and interior lighting
around Marshall University’s
campus will help cut back on
power usage.
Thirteen new streetlights
will be placed along Third Avenue. The new lights will be
light-emitting diodes (LEDs)
to help eliminate the electric
power consumption for the
campus.
Mark Cutlip, director of the
Physical Plant, oversees many
of the light related projects on
campus. He said the campus
can benefit by using LEDs. The
university is also repairing any
damaged lights.
“We put the LEDs in because,
with post lights, we went from
150 watt to 40 watt. So, that’s a
third of the electric cost to operate,” Cutlip said. “Plus the fact
the LEDs will last five to seven
years before you have to replace them, when we get a year
out of the regular.”
Instead of installing regular
light bulbs around Marshall

University’s campus, the LED’s
are composed of 42 little bulbs
so the light can continue to
function and serve a purpose if
one of the bulbs goes out.
Modifications in the building management system are
also under way to help reduce
the power usage of campus
lighting.
The goal is for a computer
in Drinko Library to be used to
control when lights are on and
off in classrooms around campus and what temperatures
each room is.
“When classrooms are unoccupied — that’s the intent
— turn the lights off,” Cutlip
said. “Everything we are trying to do that way is trying to
conserve. Probably the largest
single cost utility wise is lights
on campus.”
Currently, much of the interior lighting in classrooms is
already equipped with lights
that have infrared sensors that
detect body heat and movement to help turn out lights
that are not being used.

THE PARTHENON
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
rolled out the red carpet
for women of Marshall University who attended their
Women’s Appreciation Night.
Alpha Phi Alpha hosted
Women’s Appreciation Night
in room BE5 in the Marshall
University Memorial Student Center, Tuesday night.
Speakers and a live band
were at the event and free
hand massages and manicures were provided.
Jon Austin, fraternity president, said women are not
appreciated like they should
be.
“I believe we don’t appreciate our women enough,”
Austin said. “With this event
we will cater and pamper
women like they deserve to
be.”
The doors opened at 7
p.m. and the first 20 ladies

to come through the door
received a free gift. Each
woman attendee was called
and escorted by an Alpha
Phi Alpha brother. They
were walked down a flowered entryway to their
decorated table that was
decorated with chocolates
and a candle.
“The plan was to create a romantic, intimate
atmosphere for the women,”
Austin said.
The event started with an
introduction from Austin and
then a round robin of women
standing and describing why
they believe women should
be appreciated.
Alicia Torres, a second
year graduate student, said
women are important.
“If it weren’t for women,
none of us would be here,”
Torres said.
Psychology
professor
Keelon Hinton spoke about

the importance of appreciating the women and how
he views the importance of
what women do for men.
“I’ve come to the conclusion that God made
women psychic,” Hinton
said. “Women have vision
for us and for our lives that
we don’t see for ourselves.
Women see who you can be
and the greatness you can
achieve before you can.”
Hinton also spoke about
the meaning of a successful
life.
“Women do so many
things in our lives that surpass success and you can’t
put a value on that,” Hinton
said. “Greatness is about the
lives you touch, women do
that everyday and they never
get credit for it.”
Hinton emphasized the
importance of mothers in
people’s lives. Hinton said
the impact a woman makes

on their children’s lives is
immeasurable and that they
deserve more appreciation.
Tiffany Hubb, a senior elementary education major,
said she was excited for the
event.
“We’ve never had an event
like this at Marshall, so I
wanted to come out and support it,” Hubb said.
Hubb said her favorite
part of the event was that
Alpha Phi Alpha members
catered to every lady’s need.
The fraternity brothers
served food, drinks and escorted the ladies to and from
their tables.
The night was filled with
music from the Austin
Ensemble.
The event was open to
all the women of Marshall
University.
Marla Nowlin can be
contacted at nowlin7@
marshall.edu.

Marshall looks to gain momentum against Rice

-more on page 3
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

The SGA requests Drinko stay open 24 hours
By KIMBERLY SMITH

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Marshall University is considering keeping the John Deaver Drinko Library study center open 24 hours a day.
The library currently closes at 6 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, opening at 1 p.m. on Sundays.

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University Student
Government Association recently passed a resolution to
request that Drinko Library
operate its study center on a
24-hours-a-day,
seven-daysper-week schedule.
E.J. Hassan, president pro
tempore of the student senate
said he drafted the resolution
in regard to the student body’s
best interest.
“The academic week doesn’t
stop on Friday,” Hassan said.
“There were students who expressed the need for a place
to study over the weekend, so
it’s our job as SGA to listen and
deliver.”
Hassan said the resolution
was passed through student
senate and now the next step is
to present it to the Faculty Senate Library Committee.
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“I was nominated to represent SGA on the matter,” Tommy
Ferrell, student body representative to the faculty senate
library committee, said. “I’ve
always had an appreciation
for the research materials our
library has to offer, so when
I discovered that a position
on the committee was open, I
asked to be nominated for that
seat.”
Hassan and Ferrell both said
a large part of the demand for
the 24-hour study center was
expressed from commuters.
“However, this resolution
would also effect students living
in the dorms who can’t directly
control the space around them
to have somewhere that they
can go and study,” Ferrell said.
Drinko Library also offers a
number of computer programs
that some classes require to
complete assignments.

LOW 33°

“Personal license for any of
these important programs that
the university uses are very expensive, but the university can
afford to provide them to all students,” Ferrell said. “So, if students
can’t access those materials, what
good is it to have them?”
Ferrell said the support of
students is crucial, because if
there is clear student support,
the committee and its members
will recognize it.
“The library for a university
is really the epicenter of where
all the research materials are,”
Ferrell said. “So as a student
myself, I would like to see this
get passed.”
The Faculty Senate Library
Committee will consider the resolution at the next meeting. The
committee will meet next month.
Kimberly Smith can be contacted at smith48@marshall.
edu.
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Christian
musicians
Sorority tosses kisses for a cause
blend faith, passion
By AMANDA REESMAN

THE PARTHENON
Members of Marshall University Sigma Upsilon will give out
Hersey kisses this Wednesday
and Thursday at the Marshall
Student Center Plaza to raise
awareness for their upcoming
fundraisers.
“We are promoting our fund
raising event, which is a basket
raffle,” Breonna Patterson, a

sophomore advertising major
and president of Sigma Upsilon,
said. “We are hoping, by getting
out on the plaza, to attract more
attention to our raffle.”
The raffle basket contains gift
cards. The gift baskets will help
the girls of Sigma Upsilon raise
money so they can officially
bring their sorority to campus.
“Our goal is to raise $300,”
Patterson said. “Our goal for all

our fund raising is $6,600 total
by the end of the semester.”
The raffle will take place
Feb. 20 and 21 and the Tiaras
of Sigma Upsilon will sell tickets at the Memorial Student
Center.
“This is important to help
us bring our sorority to campus,” Patterson said. “We need
to raise a lot of money to make
sure we can become official.”

TIARA stands for togetherness, independence, academics,
respect and achievement. Their
goals are to develop organization skills, to be financially
prepared and to become familiar with the sisters, events
and operating standards of
Marshall.
Amanda
Reesman
can
be
contacted
at
reesman@marshall.edu.

By KURT ANDRE

THE PARTHENON
Many Christians are giving
personal testimonies about
how the Christian music
scene has impacted their life
and faith.
Drew Wyden, a Marshall
senior, said he attended a
Christian music concert that
featured Toby Mac Saturday.
Wyden said Toby Mac has
influenced his faith and that
he enjoys similar concerts.
“Being raised a Christian,
we always had some form of
Christian music playing in the
house,” Wyden said. “It’s one
of those things that’s just a
part of my childhood.”
“Toby Mac has a huge influence on the Christian music
scene. He’s known by many,
and the draw for me is the
positive energy that’s present at these concerts,” Wyden
said. “He always prays before
each concert, and he’s very
humble about his success.”
There are many wellknown
Christian
artists
available to listeners today,
and some such as P.O.D. have
enjoyed success with both religious and secular audiences.
Ryan Quigley, senior, said
he is in a Christian punk rock
band called Light Divide and
draws influence from Christian groups.

“I’ve always loved Christian
rock, and bands like Switchfoot and P.O.D. are staples
of the type of music I want
to make,” Quigley said. “I’ve
been blessed with musical
abilities, and to me, what
could be better than jamming
out while spreading the love
of Christ?”
Quigley said Christian
music has helped him
through tough times in his
life.
“I had a tough time in high
school. I was in a bad place,
and looking for friends in all
the wrong places,” Quigley
said. “One day, I was walking
to class and someone handed
me a flyer for a Christian
music concert at the church
nearby. I ended up going
and really enjoying it. That’s
where I met some of my new
friends, who helped me become a stronger Christian. It
was a really cool experience
and it had a positive impact
on my musical choices as
well.”
Christian music can be
observed to have a strong
presence in the music industry today and its influence
can be seen in the listeners
and what it means to them.
Kurt Andre can be
contacted at andre5@marshall.edu.

PR Club takes on
real-life campaign
By SARAH DYKE

OLIVIER DOULIERY | MCT

President Barack Obama gives his State of the Union address during a joint session of Congress on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., Tuesday.

In State of the Union address,
Obama turns to economy again
By ANITA KUMAR
and LESLEY CLARK

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
President Barack Obama
returned to the unfinished
business of a still struggling
economy Tuesday night, outlining a second-term agenda with
proposals designed to create
jobs, expand the middle class
and spur financial growth.
In his annual State of the
Union address, Obama laid out
plans in four main areas manufacturing, education, clean
energy and infrastructure to
try to help the nation recover
from the worst recession since
the Great Depression at what
he said would be no additional
cost.
“A growing economy that
creates good, middle-class jobs
that must be the North Star
that guides our efforts,” Obama
said. “Every day, we should ask
ourselves three questions as a
nation: How do we attract more
jobs to our shores? How do we
equip our people with the skills
needed to do those jobs? And
how do we make sure that hard
work leads to a decent living?”
He described a country that
is a making progress, ending
long wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq while clearing away “the
rubble” of the Great Recession.
Now, he said, the country
must forge policies to build a
more secure future.
“It is our generation’s task,
then, to reignite the true engine

of America’s economic growth _
a rising, thriving middle class,”
he said.
“It is our unfinished task to
restore the basic bargain that
built this country the idea that
if you work hard and meet your
responsibilities, you can get
ahead, no matter where you
come from, no matter what you
look like, or who you love. It is
our unfinished task to make
sure that this government
works on behalf of the many,
and not just the few; that it
encourages free enterprise, rewards individual initiative, and
opens the doors of opportunity
to every child across this great
nation of ours,” he said.
He proposed raising the
minimum wage from $7.25 to
$9 an hour. He recommended
spending $65 billion on road,
bridge and building repairs. He
unveiled a plan to save eligible
homeowners $3,000 annually
by refinancing at lower interest
rates.
Obama starts his second
term with a stubbornly high
unemployment rate
higher
for women and blacks than
when he first took office falling consumer confidence and
a mounting deficit as he faces
often uncooperative lawmakers on Capitol Hill. He insisted
that Democrats and Republicans put aside their differences
and take action, mostly immediately to find an alternative
to looming across-the-board

budget cuts that could harm
the economy in weeks.
Tens of millions were expected to watch the address,
delivered to a joint session of
Congress. Sen. Marco Rubio
of Florida, a rising Republican
star, was to offer his party’s response in English and Spanish.
Rubio said, in prepared remarks, that the “free enterprise
economy” will create jobs and,
not as Obama has suggested,
the collection of new revenue.
“Raising taxes won’t create
private sector jobs,” he said in
prepared remarks. “That’s why
I hope the president will abandon his obsession with raising
taxes and instead work with us
to achieve real growth in our
economy.”
Obama spoke about other
issues
Tuesday
including rewriting the nation’s
immigration laws and combating climate change but mostly
in the context of the economy.
There were few exceptions:
Obama pressed anew for the
most aggressive gun-control
plan in generations. More than
100 victims and family members of victims including some
from Newtown, Conn., where
26 people were killed at an elementary school in December
were at the Capitol Tuesday.
Obama is forming a commission to study changes in the
voting system after Americans
endured long lines and administrative problems at the polls

page designed and edited by BISHOP NASH | nash24@marshall.edu

in November.
He announced that by this
time next year more than half
the U.S. troops in Afghanistan
34,000 will have returned
home as the Afghans take responsibility for security. He
condemned North Korea for
conducting its third nuclear
test hours earlier, warning
that it undermines regional
stability,
violates
North
Korea’s United Nations obligations and increases the risk of
proliferation. He called for a
reduction in nuclear weapons
worldwide.
Obama will fly to Asheville,
N.C., on Wednesday to begin
selling his plans to the nation.
Later in the week, he will
continue the campaign-style
pitch with stops in Atlanta and
Chicago.
“He’s going to take his press
conference out to the country,” said Rep. Sander Levin of
Michigan, the highest-ranking
Democrat on the tax-writing
House Ways and Means Committee. “The president learned
from his first term, you need to
have a major dialogue.”
Obama’s speech included
both proposals that already
had been rejected by Congress,
such as $50 billion for roads
and bridge repairs, as well as
new plans like raising the minimum wage, which has not been
authorized since 2007.

See OBAMA| Page 5

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Public Relations Club is carrying out a campaign for
River Valley Child Development Services.
Past campaigns have won
Public Relations Society of
America Diamond Awards,
meaning student campaigns
have been selected as top award
recipients over professional
agencies and professional public
relations offices in the nonprofit,
governmental, educational and
entertainment fields.
Through the program, students get a hands-on feel for
what they will potentially be doing in future careers.
Katie Wise, senior public
relations major and media
relations chair for MUPRCC,
said the entire campaign is a
sink or swim effort because
people can either work extremely hard, putting their
entire heart into the project
to receive positive outcome,
or slack off and have a less
quality end product.
“I, along with my fellow
classmates, am extremely
passionate towards this
campaign,” Wise said. “We
have already put in countless hours of hard work and
we would really appreciate
the support of other Marshall
students and faculty.”
MUPRCC takes on nonprofit
organizations in the area and
conducts research, plans, executes, communicates and

evaluates public relations
campaigns to meet the goals
and objectives of agencies.
The client of this year’s
club is River Valley Child Development Services.
MUPRCC will host a trivia
based fundraiser for RVCDS
on Friday, April 5.
The event gives local businesses the opportunity to
showcase their business, while
raising money for a good cause
and allowing Marshall public
relations students to utilize their
skills and knowledge of the field.
Wise said RVCDS is an asset to the community and she
hopes to present them with
a large check in April, which
will help children of the community receive the quality
childcare they deserve.
The director of this year’s
club is Meagan Earls. Chairs include Molly Urian, John Lewis,
Katie Wise and Lakin Turner.
They are all public relations
majors in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication.
Terry Hapney, the professor
in charge of the campaigns
class, said he is available to
answer questions and help
with the campaign.
The club is only available
to senior-level and graduate
public relations students.
Meetings are typically held
during class time or other
designated times established
by club chairs.
Sarah Dyke can be contacted at dyke6@marshall.
edu.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL STANDINGS

EAST DIVISION

C-USA

MEMPHIS
SOUTHERN MISS
UCF
EAST CAROLINA
MARSHALL
UAB

W
9
7
7
4
3
3

Overall
L
0
2
2
5
6
6

W
20
18
17
13
10
11

			
L
3
6
6
9
14
13

WEST DIVISION

C-USA

UTEP
TULSA
TULANE
HOUSTON
SMU
RICE

W
6
5
4
3
3
1

Overall
L
3
5
5
8
7
8

W
13
13
16
14
13
5

			

3

L
9
11
8
8
12
18
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Back to the drawing board
Herd returns home to take on Owls
By KYLE GIBSON

THE PARTHENON
The Thundering Herd men’s basketball team will look to improve its 3-6 conference record when they face the Rice Owls at
home Wednesday.
The Herd (10-14) will face a Rice team that is 5-18 overall and
1-8 in Conference USA play.
Head Coach Tom Herrion said the Owls can do a variety of things
very well, like three point shots and defensive play.
“Tamir Jackson is a fourth year guy who’s been around for a long
time,” Herrion said. “They rely on a lot of young kids right now, but
they space the floor, shoot three pointers and defend very well.”
The ability to hit the three-point shot might be important for
Rice. On Saturday, UAB shot 56 percent from beyond the arc
against the Herd. The Blazers went on to win 75-61.
Senior forward Dennis Tinnon said that added pressure on players at the line could make a difference.
“We’ve just got to start pressing up on guys and not let them
have an opportunity to come down to the three point line and be
able to shoot,” Tinnon said.
Rice is led in scoring by Jackson, a senior from Paterson, N.J.,
who averages 16 points per contest. Jackson also leads Rice in rebounds per game, with 6.
The hot scoring hand for the Herd is junior DeAndre Kane, who
scored 23 in the loss to UAB. Elijah Pittman leads the team in scoring with 15 points per game.
Marshall is ahead of Rice in a number of statistical categories,
including rebounds per game, points per game, assists per game
and field goal percentage.
After the contest, Marshall will have six remaining games, with
three on the road and three at home.
Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. on Wednesday at the Cam Henderson Center.
Kyle Gibson can be contacted at gibson210@marshall.edu.

Marshall Head Coach Dom Herrion draws up a play for his team during a time out in the Cam Henderson Center.

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Herd faces additional pressure at home
By KYLE GIBSON

BRANDON HATTON | THE PARTHENON

Junior Guard D.D. Scarver looks for a passing lane vs. the UCF Knights in the Cam Henderson Center.

THE PARTHENON
With a combined 1-11 road and neutral siterecord this season, Marshall’s men’s basketball
team may be feeling more pressure at the Cam
Henderson Center these days.
While the Herd boasts a 9-3 record at home
this season, the pressure of winning at home
adds up.
Head Coach Tom Herrion said there is an
amount of pressure on the team, but a large
amount of it comes from him.
“No one is going to put more pressure on them
than I am as coach,” Herrion said. “I don’t want
our kids to play that way though, but sometimes
I think we do. We need to embrace playing in our
own building. Obviously, like every team in the
country, we are much more comfortable here,
but we’ve got to play.”
Freshman guard Tamron Manning said he

Women’s lacrosse team gears up for season

feels the pressure is there, but concentration can
serve as a remedy.
“There is a little bit of added pressure because
we aren’t winning on the road. So, we have to win
our home games,” Manning said. “There is a little
bit of pressure, but we’ve just got to focus and
just take it as another game and do everything
we can do to win.”
The team has seven games remaining, with
four of those at home in Huntington. Three of the
four teams, Memphis, Southern Miss and UAB,
have already defeated the Herd this season.
Wednesday’s game against Rice will start at 7
p.m. in the Henderson Center and will be the first
meeting between the two teams this season.
Along with Wednesday’s game, the team will
have another home game this Saturday at 8 p.m.
against Memphis.
Kyle Gibson can be contacted at gibson210@marshall.edu.

The latest attempt to
remake Eagle’s Vick
By RICH HOFMANN

COURTNEY SEALEY | THE PARTHENON

Members of the women’s lacrosse team prepare for practice at the Rec Center field.
By COURTNEY SEALEY

THE PARTHENON
Lately, the Marshall Women’s lacrosse
team has been preparing for their upcoming season all around campus.
The 20-member lacrosse team has been
prepping all year to take on several teams
in the Southern Division of the Women’s
Collegiate Lacrosse League. They will see
if their hard preparation was enough when
they take on Marquette in 10 days.
Marianna Taylor, a secondary Spanish
education junior, said the team has been
working hard on and off the field.
“We’ve been trying to introduce girls
to the sport,” Taylor said. “We do have
a lot of new girls, so there was a lot of

introductions to do.”
In the fall semester, the team held two
practices a week and members were required to attend at least one. Things have
changed this season and in order to get all
of the workouts they need, the girls have
increased their practice times to six times
a week.
The girls practice all over campus and
work out wherever there is an empty spot.
Team members, like Casey Baker, have
been working out on their own time as
well.
“I mostly try to run a bit and work out at
the rec,” Baker said. “I want to see myself
get better at the sport and hopefully make
the team better.”

The team has no home games this season
and will have to travel across the region for
tournaments. Games will be played at the
University of Kentucky, West Virginia University and Butler.
Taylor said this is because they are such
a new team.
“We would like to play here at Marshall,
but we are part of a league,” Taylor said.
“It’s our first year, so to determine our spot
in the league we have to travel for our first
season.”
The majority of the girls said the game
against Dayton would be their biggest
competition.

page designed and edited by WILL VANCE | vance162@marshall.edu

See LACROSSE | Page 5

PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS
(MCT)
Call the roll: Dan Reeves,
Jim Mora Jr., Andy Reid, now
Chip Kelly. They all thought
they could harness the diverse talents of Michael Vick
for a greater football good.
Now, only Kelly - surprise! still has a chance.
Reid, especially, was seduced by the possibilities that
Vick brought, only to be disappointed in the end just as
Reeves and Mora were before
him in Atlanta. Kelly, by contrast, seems more of a realist.
Reid had a soft spot for a man
returning from incarceration,
a state from which his sons
had also emerged. Kelly is
more blunt.
"I think in terms of Michael,
we look at everything," the
Eagles' new coach said. "What
I look at is skill set, first and
foremost. What he can do,
how he can throw the football,

how he can beat people with
his feet. There are a lot of different factors he has. And you
have to look at the landscape
for other quarterbacks."
Look at the landscape.
See that it is barren.
Take a chance, then.
Renegotiate and try to
advance.
"I guess the best way I can
put this is, I agree there is a
change of scenery going on
here," Kelly said. "For Michael Vick, there is a change
of scenery, but not a change of
address."
That you don't necessarily
get it, or that I don't necessarily get it, matters not; new
sheriff, new system, clean
start. And, again, some of this
is clearly out of necessity because Nick Foles is largely
unproven and because the
quarterback market in the
NFL is largely bereft. There
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ONLINE POLLS
What do you think about ‘award
season?’

ABOUT US

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.

n I love them!

n I don’t watch awards
shows.
n I only watch the
Grammys
n I only watch the
Oscars
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Column

THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

n Spring

27% - 12 votes

n Summer

32% - 14 votes

n Autumn

30% - 13 votes

n Winter

11% - 5 votes

Visit marshallparthenon.com to share your opinion.

nash24@marshall.edu

WILL VANCE

What is your favorite season?

Editorial

With state appropriation cuts on horizon, tuition hikes not the answer
It is no secret that West
Virginia Gov. Earl Ray Tomblin recently asked the state’s
Higher Education Policy Commission and the Community
and Technical College System
to implement a 7.5 percent cut
in this year’s budget. There has
been much discussion about
this issue, especially at Marshall
University.
To be precise, 7.5 percent
equates to nearly $11 million at
Marshall.
Earlier this month, the university released a restructuring
plan in which the university
would essentially merge administrative roles, as well as
merge the College of Fine Arts

with the School of Journalism
and Mass Communications.
This restructuring comes in
response to the retirement of
Rudy Pauley and Donna Spindel and is supposed to save the
university a significant amount
of money. It is still unsure how
much the savings will be, but it
doesn’t take a genius to realize
that the total savings would not
even come close to $1 million
or even $500,000.
So the question is – where
else will cuts be made in order
to avoid tuition hikes?
This question still sits in the
back of many Marshall students’ minds.
Fact is, President Stephen Kopp

is getting additional compensation
each year until his salary maxes
out at $430,000 in July 2014.
Doc Holliday, head football coach, brings in around
$635,000 each year.
It could be stated that administrative salaries and athletic
coach compensation takes priority over the students being able
to afford their post-secondary
education but no assumptions
should be made here.
University officials have said
tuition hikes are the last resort
but when the cuts become reality, so will tuition hikes. It’s
kind of a known fact – Marshall
won’t be any different.
However, if the university

wants to prove a point, a collaborative effort is needed to
eliminate costs where cuts can
be made rather than resort to
the ever-popular tuition raising.
The university could look
into recruiting additional students, which could essentially
counteract the 7.5 percent cut.
With enrollment on the rise,
the university should not have
to raise tuition costs. Maybe
the university’s recent 10-year
master plan is a solution and
would lead to growth.
Nonetheless, work needs to
begin now in preparation of the
state appropriation cuts, not
when the fiscal year begins and
it hits the university in the face.

Can we call this Obama’s
new world order?
By KUYLER MCCOMAS

COLUMNIST
When I attended President
Obama’s inauguration ceremony a few weeks ago, I was
witness to the emerging of a
more aggressively liberal second term agenda. By the time
this column makes it to the
paper on Wednesday morning,
millions more Americans – and
millions of people around the
world – will witness the coming
of a new world order.
Or at least, that’s what my
conservative friends would have
you believe. As you probably already know, nothing exciting
ever happens in the State of the
Union. The problem is that in this
modern world of the 24-hour
news cycle where every word
of a State of the Union address
is endlessly debated, any radical
policy idea is sanitized away by
a team of boring speech writers.
Instead of new thinking and advanced problem solving, we end
up with a collection of rehashed
ideas from previous speeches
(there isn’t a single State of the
Union Address where George W.
Bush fails to mention the War
on Terror) and a laundry list of
legislative “ideas” pulled right
out of the party platform.
In my column that ran Jan. 30,
I talked about how award shows
help to change our taste, ensuring
we will enjoy the types of movies,
TV shows and music that the various academies want us to enjoy.
The exact same process happensduring the State of the Union. As
President Obama’s speechwriters

prepared the monologue for last
night’s speech, they engaged in
the same feedback cycle. If you
take what the majority of people
want to hear, phrase it so that it
sounds like a good idea, and read
it back to them in a well-delivered
hour of television, those viewers
are likely to want more of it the
next year, helping the President’s
party to win in the court of popular opinion as well as on election
day.
More than anything else, the
State of the Union Address is an
opportunity for the President
to give the majority of Americans exactly what they want
to hear. In this area, I think it
is important to remember that
President Obama won re-election convincingly, winning far
more votes than the Republican
challenger (just as in 2008).
Despite the President carrying
none of West Virginia’s 55 counties, his policies have proven
popular in enough of the country to ensure that the average
American will get exactly what
they want: an average speech
full of talking points the average person already agrees with.
And just as most Americans got
what they wanted from President Obama’s speech last night,
most Appalachians did not and
will continue to feel alienated
from a very moderate administration regardless of reality.
And you wonder why nothing ever gets accomplished.
Kuyler McComas can be
contacted at kmmccomas@
marshall.edu.
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MCT CAMPUS

Letter to the editor

The 1.7%; the Misrepresentation of the Marshall Student Body
There has been some concern lately
regarding how some people within Student Government are “out of touch” with
the student body and in many ways I
would have to agree. I can speak from a
student rights’ prospective and from my
standpoint our rights have been put on
the back burner by some, but not by me.
F.I.R.E. (Freedom for Individual Rights
in Education) published a report where
Marshall University was in the top 12
worst speech codes in the nation and this
is nothing to be proud of! I am first and
foremost a public servant and showed
this by fighting hard for student’s rights

when I stood on the Student Conduct and
Welfare Committee.
Looking at the current speech code, I
can see one big problem and that’s the
broadness of the language which I stated
in the Student Conduct and Welfare Committee. Marshall’s Student Code under
Standard 3 Section 3.B. and 3.C. states
“Incivility or disrespect of persons and
3.C. Lewd, indecent, or obscene conduct
or expression” which shows that a student can be disciplined for something
as minor as calling another student
“stupid” or “ugly”. Not only is this a ridiculous reason to get into trouble, but it
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also creates an educational environment
which we, as students, are uncomfortable saying what we feel under our
constitutional freedoms.
Remember We Are the consumers giving us the power to change things when
the quality of our education lacks. Students this is where we need to unite to
make Marshall University recognize our
rights as students. How can you do this
as a student? The answer is simple we
make sure the people we elect to our Student Government represent that and us!
By: SGA Member and Iraqi War Veteran Dustin Murphy
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Sens. Marco Rubio, Rand Paul
deliver rebuttals to Obama
By WILLIAM DOUGLAS

OLIVER DOULIERY/ABACA PRESS | MCT

President Barack Obama gives his State of the Union address during a joint session of Congress on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C., Tuesday.

Obama

Continued from Page 2
Obama pledged, as he did during his
campaign last year, to protect the middle
class and the country’s social safety net. He
pressed for a “balanced” solution to boost
the economy that includes additional revenue that comes from eliminating tax
loopholes and deductions benefiting certain industries or the wealthy as well as
reductions in projected spending.
And he urged Congress to pass a package
of modest cuts and tax changes as a way
to delay drastic, across-the-board federal
spending reductions that are scheduled to
take effect March 1.
White House officials said the president will pay for his spending proposals

Vick

Continued from Page 3
are no guarantees, either. One
of the benefits of renegotiating
a quarterback's contract is that
he suddenly is much easier to
trade. After all, if the open competition with Foles leaves Vick
the loser, it is a lot of money to
pay a backup.
So, could Vick be traded?
"We're not ruling out anything right now," Kelly said. "I
think our job - and we know
that from Day 1 - is to put the
best team on the field ... So I
don't rule anything out, I don't
rule anything in. But I know
moving forward (that) we, as
an organization, had to make
a decision what to do with Michael, and I want Michael to be
part of this team."

Lacrosse

by re-prioritizing items in the budget.
His proposed budget will be released in
mid-March.
“Tonight, I’ll lay out additional proposals
that are fully paid for and fully consistent
with the budget framework both parties
agreed to just 18 months ago,” according
to prepared remarks. “Let me repeat nothing I’m proposing tonight should increase
our deficit by a single dime. It’s not a bigger government we need, but a smarter
government that sets priorities and invests
in broad-based growth.”
On education, Obama spoke of expanding
education for children before they enter kindergarten, investing in vocational programs
that fill the need of the business community
and making college more affordable.
On infrastructure, Obama stressed the

How he fits is the question.
A recent column based on a
coaching clinic presentation
that Kelly made while at Oregon highlighted these notions:
that Kelly thinks every sack is
the quarterback's fault, and
that the quarterback is supposed to get rid of the ball in his
offense in 1.5 seconds or less,
and how he wants his quarterback to facilitate more than do
everything himself.
Vick has been the antithesis
of this for pretty much his entire career. He holds the ball for
longer than just about everybody in the NFL, and he takes
sacks as a result, and he is always looking for the big play.
Last November, Vick even swatted away a compliment from
Reid after he played a patient
game, saying, "It was efficient,

Continued from Page 3
Emily Wood, freshman marketing major, said there is a
lack of support among the student body.
“There should be more interest in it because it is a
great sport and a lot of fun,” Wood said.
Wood said she felt that in their short time together, she
and the other girls have turned into sisters and the team
is like a family.
Like many other university clubs, funding is sparse.
Players have to pay for travel expenses, uniforms and
equipment.
The lacrosse team will travel to the University of Kentucky, Saturday, Feb. 23, where they will play three games
against Marquette, Ball State and Ohio University. They
will play the University of Cincinnati at UK the following
day.
Courtney Sealey can be contacted at sealey3@marshall.edu.
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need to spend public money on roads and
bridges.
“We’re not investing enough in our infrastructure,” said Bob Costello, chief
economist and vice president of the American Trucking Association. “You have an
industry that has been saying for years,
‘Please tax’ our fuel consumption to pay for
highway improvements.”
Obama announced that he issued executive orders, which do not require
congressional approval, to open three
manufacturing institutes and to improve
the security of the computer networks that
direct the nation’s crucial infrastructure
systems such as electricity, finance and
transportation. And he threatened to sign
more if Congress does not pass changes to
prepare for climate change.

but ... "
He made "efficient" sound
like a disease.
So, how this all fits together,
and how Kelly got through the
video of 2012 - all of the turnovers and such - and came to
his conclusions is not obvious.
But this is what comes through:
that Kelly believes the change
in system can be the difference.
"I think there is a lot more
to Michael," Kelly said. "I think
quarterbacks are a byproduct
of their experience. But to sit
here and say I understood the
system that Michael's been in,
whether he's with the Falcons
under Coach Reeves or here,
that depends on the system
that you run. Some of the systems that they run, they don't
ask him to get the ball out quick.
"Do I think he can get the

ball out quick? I think he's
got an unbelievable release.
It's up and out and it's quick.
What he's asked to do from a
read progression and all those
other things, I don't know
what he's been asked to do in
the past, but that's our job as
coaches where he can get the
ball out quickly, because we
have some playmakers on the
offensive side of the ball that
are going to flourish when we
get the ball in their hands. So
that's on us as coaches, not on
the quarterback."
It is not a long-term commitment. If Vick can't hack it,
the only thing Kelly has lost
is, well, nothing. And in the
meantime, we all get to see
yet another coach try to turn
Michael Vick into something
more than he has been.

MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON — In English
and Spanish, Republican Sen.
Marco Rubio on Tuesday night
delivered a scathing rebuke
of President Barack Obama's
State of the Union speech,
signaling a GOP battle for middle-class voters that could help
re-energize his party and also
propel a potential 2016 White
House run.
The Florida senator delivered
his party's official rebuttal to
Obama's speech, but he wasn't
the only Republican responding
Tuesday night. Sen. Rand Paul
of Kentucky, another potential
Republican presidential contender, responded to Obama's
talk on behalf of the tea party.
Rubio challenged Obama's
commitment to preserving and
growing the nation's middle
class by expanding the role
of the federal government
and raising taxes on wealthy
earners.
"Presidents in both parties
— from John F. Kennedy to Ronald Reagan — have known that
our free-enterprise economy is
the source of our middle-class
prosperity," Rubio said in prepared remarks. "But President
Obama? He believes it's the
cause of our problems. ... And,
therefore, as you heard tonight,
his solution to virtually every
problem we face is for Washington to tax more, borrow more
and spend more."
Rubio told viewers that he
is firmly planted in the middle
class, a legacy from his bartender father and a mother
who worked as a cashier and
maid, who came from Cuba "in
pursuit of the opportunity to
improve their life and give their
children the chance at even a
better one."
"Mr. President, I still live in
the same working-class neighborhood I grew up in," he said.
"My neighbors aren't millionaires. They are retirees who
depend on Social Security and
Medicare. They're immigrants
who came here because they
were stuck in poverty in countries where the government
dominated the economy."
He added: "Mr. President, I
don't oppose your plans because I want to protect the rich.

I oppose your plans because I
want to protect my neighbors."
At one point Rubio paused
for a quick sip of water. He went
on to assert that Obama's proposals will hurt middle-class
families, cost jobs and harm
senior citizens because they do
"nothing to save Medicare and
Social Security."
"In order to balance our budget, the choice doesn't have to
be either higher taxes or dramatic benefit cuts for those
in need," he said. "Instead we
should grow our economy so
that we create new taxpayers, not new taxes, and so our
government can afford to help
those who truly cannot help
themselves."
While Obama implored
Congress to vote on gun
control
legislation,
Rubio
acknowledged "the rise of violence in our country," but he
warned against weakening the
Second Amendment.
In the aftermath of GOP
presidential candidate Mitt
Romney's crushing loss to
Obama and a disappointing
showing by Republicans in last
November's senatorial elections, Rubio has increased his
profile and stature within the
party and nationally.
Republicans,
recognizing
that they failed to connect
with enough Hispanic voters
in part because of the party's
opposition to a comprehensive
overhaul of the nation's immigration laws, hope the son
of Cuban immigrants can help
the party heal from what some
leaders say are self-inflicted political wounds from failing to be
more inclusive.
Rubio has been working
with a bipartisan group of
senators who are pushing for
immigration legislation that
would include a pathway to citizenship and enhance security
along the U.S.-Mexico border.
Overhauling immigration laws,
he said, is essential for economic growth.
"We need a responsible,
permanent solution to the
problem of those who are here
illegally," he said. "But first, we
must follow through on the
broken promises of the past to
secure our borders and enforce
our laws."
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Marshall student experiences different walks of life through study abroad program
By JESSICA RAMEY

THE PARTHENON
Matthew Walker is living a very different day-to-day life than what
he is used to, as he studies history and Japanese in Hirakata-shi,
Japan during the 2012-2013 school year.
Walker’s first taste of Japanese culture came several
years ago when he was first introduced to anime —
Japanese style animation — after it became popular
in America.
In Japan, anime is targeted toward all demographics, Walker said, which is why he wanted to
learn more about it.
There are a lot of differences between Walker’s college experience at Marshall and that
at Kansai Gaidai — the college he attends in
Osaka, Japan. Walker said the campuses are
about the same size — aside from the football
stadiums — but there are a lot of other unique
things about the campus at Kansai Gaidai.
“One of my favorite things about the campus
is the connected walkways which run between
all the buildings,” Walker said. “When it rains,
I can walk from one end of campus to the other
without ever getting rained on.”
While in America, living in a dorm is often considered part of the college experience, but there are no
dorms at Kansai Gaidai, which makes every student a
commuter.
This is not a problem for Walker, who cannot stop talking
about the transportation system in Japan.
“One thing that I like more about Japan than America is the fantastic transportation system they have,” Walker said. “I can travel
anywhere I want, easily and cheaply. In America, if you want to go anywhere, your only real option is to drive.”

Walker said his favorite part about life in Japan is getting to take the
train everywhere.
“Last semester, I got bored in between classes,” Walker said. “So, I
hopped on a train and went to the old Imperial Palace in Kyoto and
still made it back in time for my next class.”
Walker said castles, temples, shopping malls and fine dining are all easily reached with the train system.
Another part of daily life in Japan Walker said he enjoys
is the food. He said he thinks even the American-style
food is better and healthier in Japan. Walker said in
Japan hamburgers are made with Kobe beef, which
is well known for its rich and unique taste.
Walker said initially he was not interested in
studying abroad, but he met students from the
same school he attends in Japan through the Japanese program at Marshall. He said talking with
them made him decide he would like to experience college life in Japan for himself.
The students at Kansai Gaidai have received
Walker well.
“The students are great. Nearly every student
can speak at least some English, so talking with
them and making friends is quite easy, though at
times they can be very shy,” Walker said. “There
are many club activities and students are always
eager to go out with friends or sit around and talk.”
Walker said his most memorable experience in Japan
was traveling to Hiroshima with a class. He said he got to
talk to a survivor of the 1945 atomic bombing.
“I will always remember her story and her haunting description of the terrible things she had to experience,” Walker
said.
Walker will continue attending college in Japan until this summer.
Jessica Ramey can be contacted at ramey95@mashall.edu.
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(ABOVE) Matthew Walker
experiences authenic Japanese
culture. (RIGHT) Walker helps
with an English class at Kansai
Gaidai college in Osaka, Japan.
Walker will remain in Japan
until the end of the spring
semester.
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Send a message to your loved for ones
for Valentine’s Day!
The Parthenon will publish the best messages in our
Valentine’s edition on Feb. 14!
SEND SUBMISSIONS TO PARTHENON@MARSHALL.EDU. DEADLINE IS FEB. 13.
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